
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They could not sell the furniture, for it ____________________; there was
not a single object of any value in the house.
1.

(attach)
had been attached

The Colonel himself ___________________ into the service.2. (press)had been pressed

The map _____________________ before: it was sent home with at least
a portion of the description of Virginia.
3.

(publish)
had been published

The English ___________________ to reserve their fire.4. (order)had been ordered

We said that the crew had deserted the vessel, but we did not assert that
every existing being ___________________ out of her.
5.

(remove)had been removed

It was then found that much property ________________________.6.
(not/restore)

had not been restored

This village ________________ by Ivan's father.7. (make)had been made

Jim ___________________ for his pugnacity.8. (scold)had been scolded

After the explosion the pit ______________________ by water.9. (overflow)had been overflowed

If only he __________________ Gordon or Scott or Howard or something
fairly common!
10.

(call)
had been called

He then begged to know by what strange chance I _________________
in such a desolate condition.
11.

(find)
had been found

If he ___________________ before, he was puzzled now.12. (annoy)had been annoyed

A canoe ____________________ for the three Frenchmen.13. (provide)had been provided

And another whisper __________________ as they passed through that
hall.
14.

(speak)
had been spoken

Great pains _________________, and much labour employed, to render
this position, which is naturally strong, still more secure.
15.

(take)
had been taken
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The dangerous secret of the wealth and weakness of the empire
____________________ to the world.
16.

(reveal)had been revealed

The precious freight ________________ off the night before.17. (send)had been sent

The force of the strongest and sharpest tools _________________
without effect.
18.

(try)
had been tried

In this world and the next she would never be any man's but his to whom
her heart's great and only love _________________.
19.

(give)had been given

All caution __________________ aside by the besiegers.20. (throw)had been thrown
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